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The meeting was called to order at 3.15 ~.m. 

AGENDA ITEMS 33, 34, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45 

46, 47, 48, 49, 51, 52 and 53 (continued) 

Mr. BADAWI (Egypt) (interpretation from Arabic): Mr. Chairman, at the 

outset it is my pleasure to congratulate you on your election to the chairmanship 

of the First Committee. We are certain that the work of this Committee will be 

fruitful and successful thanks to your diplomatic experience and skill. It is 

indeed an honour for us to have an African of such international repute and 

efficiency guiding us in our work. 

I should also like to congratulate Mr. Pastinen of Finland and Mr. Hollai of 

Hungary on their election as Vice-Chairmen and Mr. Correa of Mexico on his 

election as Rapporteur. 

The international order is based on various political, economic" social and 

legal elements, a fundamental element crucially linked to the essence of 

international order is certainly disarmament. The arms race affects the 

development of relationships among countries and nations since it constitutes a 

threat of destruction and a menace to the independence and safety of nations, and 

it encourages resort to the use of force. 
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(Hr. Badawi, E~r.YPt) 

Despite ~-rhat the world has achieved today in terms of possessing arms both 

from a qualitative and quantitative standpoint, its achievements have so far 

been limited to measures adopted to organize armaments, to legalize competition 

and to eliminate certain weapons which by the standards of military strategy 

have become obsolete and undesirable or are unable to help achieve military 

supremacy. 

In a world where the vast majority of peoples suffer poverty, hunger 

and disease and where developing countries strive for a better material 

standard suitable to mankind, military expenditure is escalating incessantly. 

~t a time when developing countries seek to establish the basis for an 

international economic order based on justice and equity the most developed 

countries attempt to undermine those efforts by using arguments which throw 

the blame on the poor who every day suffer from the dangers threatening 

their political and economic security. 

Behind all this is the arms race, the network of alliances and their 

attempts to transgress against the independence and integrity of nations. 

Interdependence has become a characteristic feature of the age and this 

is further strengthened by economic and technological development. 

If we in the United Nations are to be equal partners, we should keep in 

mind the fact that the major Powers shoulder a responsibility commensurate with 

the military power the Charter itself laid upon the shoulders of those 

States, responsibilities just as great as the rights it granted them. The 

major Powers should not be proud of their ability to destroy mankind several 

times over but should seek to channel that power into serving the interests 

of humanity, consolidating world security and implementing United Nations 

resolutions. Then and then only can we beat the swords into ploughshares. 

The international order was envisaged by those who devised the 

Charter so that peace, security and prosperity could reign in our community and 

it is the fundamental basis on which the United Nations was founded and 

constitutes the framework of its Charter, and we believe that they were right. 

Accordingly, the United Nations should be the appropriate forum for every 

international activity and should be the centre of all activities directed 

towards disarmament, for it is the Organization which represents the international 

community and reflects its various views and opinions. 
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(}~r. Badmri, Egypt) 

After this general review· of what my delegation considers to be the 

fundamental factors on the basis of which our discussions should be conducted, 

I should like to refer to some of the disarmament items on our agenda, 

starting with questions related to nuclear disarmament. 

It is not by sheer coincidence that I begin my statement with the question 

of nuclear disarmament, for despite the fact that the world has fortunately not 

suffered a nuclear war since 1945, this does not lessen the danger of nuclear 

weapons, ;.rhether used in a world war or in a regional war. If I may use the 

term agreed on since the signature of the Non-Proliferation Treaty in 1968, 

I should like to state that both vertical and horizontal proliferation are a 

menace to mankind, so much so that it is difficult to decide which is the more 

dangerous. 

The best solution would be to establish a balance of responsibilities 

on the part of both nuclear and non-nuclear countries. By balance I do not 

mean monopoly by a certain group or the imposing of certain commitments on 

one group without imposing similar commitments on another. 1,/hether we like it 

or not we are partners in our future destiny. 

"Vlhile on the subject of vertical proliferation I should like to refer to 

the two most appropriate criteria by which we can measure the degree of 

commitment of nuclear countries to the principle of non-proliferation and to 

the provisions of the Non-Proliferation Treaty which has been in force for 

over six years. 

The first is the bilateral talks between the Soviet Union and the 

United States, for despite a profusion of press reports, the treaty period 

has expired and the two parties are still engaged in lengthy negotiations. 

Despite the statements issued by both parties, the goal to which we aspire is 

still out of reach. The strategic criteria based on supremacy and the ability 

to destroy humanity several times over is still a decisive factor. The question 

is not that of disarmament but of organizing the arms race. Under the guise of 
11national security", certain factors unrelated to disarmament are concealed. 
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(Mr. Badawi, Egypt) 

The second criterion is the urgent need to put an end to nuclear and 

thermonuclear tests and to conclude a treaty on a general and complete 

test ban. A wave of optimism prevailed at the beginning of the session of the 

Conference of the Committee on Disarmament (CCD) this year, but by the end 

of the meetings in Geneva there was a general feeling of disappointment. 

The subject was one of two referred to the Committee in Geneva because 

they were priority items and had been for several years. lihere are we now? 

Despite the volume of paper and the bilateral and trilateral talks, the 

situation has still not reached a stage where there have been serious 

negotiations likely to lead to a safe solution. Various questions have 

been asked but the reply is always the same. 

Nuclear countries, headed by the two major Powers, should seek as 

urgent objectives the goal of general and complete disarmament, a goal 

declared since 1959, putting an end to the arms race and to vertical 

proliferation. 

As we approach the special session of the Assembly devoted to disarmament, 

we should like to propose that a new fillip be given to steps that would 

lead to a complete and general ban on nuclear tests. 

As to horizontal proliferation, I should like to refer to the 

establishment of nuclear-free zones and peace zones. That method of 

nuclear disarmament would be in implementation of article VII of the 

non-Proliferation Treaty and completes the provisions listed in the Treaty. 

The position which has always been adopted by Egypt - besides its continued 

support of the non-proliferation provisions - is to encourage the 

establishment of nuclear-free zones. Our past support and continuing 

support of the Treaty of Tlatelolco is an indication of our position. 

Three years ago Egypt and Iran undertook an initiative to establish 

a nuclear-free zone in the Middle East. The initiative was supported by 

the international community as a whole. I will net here go into detail on 

this matter, for that will be done in the discussicns on this item during 

the course of the next two weeks, but I believe it is appropriate to 

refer to the general lines which we follow. 
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(Mr. Badawi., E~cypt) 

The conditi.cms prevailing in the rec;ion, which are ·Hell known to the 

world, make i.t one of the regions most worthy of consideration and 

concern because i.t suffers from aggression, Israeli occupation and nuclear 

intimidation, supported from various sources. \\fe have laid dmm the 

principles 111hich ensure safety for the rec;ion from the danc;er of nuclear 

proli.feration by calli.ng upon the countries of the region to pledge not 

to acquire or possess nuclear weapons, to adhere to the Non-Proliferati.on 

Treaty and to place all activiti.es under the control of the Internati.onal 

Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). 
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(Mr. Badmvi, Egypt) 

Rut Israel seeb> to r::Stinto_in its occupation of /\rab territories and its 

denial of' the right of the 1:-'aleGtinian people, and seel;:s to use nuclear 

intimidation. 'l'he representc:'c,ive of Israel comes here to shed crocodile 

tears, calling for direct, v.ncondi tional negotiations. Israel seeks peace 

but it seel;.:s the peace of the grave, a peace based on the subjuGation of all 

those surrounding it. ~;e do not doubt uha t has been said a bout Israel's 

theft of the uranium shipment and lvhat is being said about Israel's possession 

of nuclear weapons. The source of this repeat,ed information is above 

suspicion 2.:1d ue are inclined to believe it. 

The representative of Israel 1wuld be better off if he vrere to realize 

tlmt he is addressing representatives vrho heve intelligence and intelligent 

minds, and who can read aLd analyse. 

Have the leaders of Israel issued any statements denying their acquisition 

of nuclear weapons after they had im~lied such possession earlier? Does 

Israel's intention re13arcling peace, if it lS a real intention, keep it from being 

committed to the resolutions of the General !\ssembly in the course of the 

past three years concerning the establishment of a nuclear-free-zone in the 

Middle East? Israel's vras the only voice 1rhich stood against the consensus 

of the international community. 

Speaking about the Middle East leads me, by virtue of the situation and 

the geographical location of Egypt, belonging as it does to the continent of 

'frica, to deal vli th the subject of declaring a non-nuclear Africa. Since 

1964, 1ve have been seriously seelcing to implement such a declaration, but the 

racist regime in southern .frica not only seeks to impose its domination on 

ellis part of our continent and to suppress liberation movements, denying the 

_frican people its legitimate rights, but depends on nuclear w·eapons and 

arms to subciuga te the continent of l\frica. It is no strange rna tter, therefore, 

that there should be nilitary co-operation in the nuclear field between the 

racist regime in southern .·.frica and the Tel-.. viv authorities-, for the aim of 

both regimes is one and the same - that is, nuclear intimidation to perpetuate 

occupation and domination. 'l'he Security Council has just adopted a resolution 

banning arms shipments to South .frica. It considered that the acquisition of 

veapons by this racist rec;im'-· constitutes a dan[;er menacing international 
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peace and security. '.Te \-ronder llhether this resolution adoptecl unaniuously 

by the Council will be included on the list of resolutions adopted oy our 

international Organization only to be disregarded by Israel. 

I should like to reaffirm the position of my country in supporting the 

Declaration of the Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace. Egypt, as one of 

the countries ne11.r the Indian Ocean, 1-1ill continue to pursue the 

lines laid down together ui th the non-aligned countries which have staunchly 

supported the Sri Lanka initiative throughout the past six years. \Je hope that 

the conference vrill be held in the near future. ''lthuugh we should lilce to 

observe here that any international efforts concerning the Indian Ocean should 

be ct.o.nneled through the Committee concerned Hit,h the Indian Ocean and in 

accordance ivi th the line adopted by all countries of the region, -vri thout 

permitting any outside intervention. 

If I have limited my observations until nm• to the non-proliferation of 

nuclear weapons, vertically and horizontally, this is not at all to underestimate 

the importance of traditional -vreapons, the arms trade or the non-realization 

of our views concerninG the regional limitation of armaments. These are, 

indeed, important issues, and vTe cannot possibly achieve the aim of complete 

disarmament except after considering examining and arriving at agreements 

on those issues. 

But as I have mentioned before, nuclear disarmament should be the basic 

aim and the beginning for achieving the first step toiTards general and complete 

disarmament. Strategic balance in the vrorld today is based on nuclear 

intimidation and blaclcmail and nuclear cover which protects countries which 

are allied with major Pmvers, whereas the ma,jority of countries in the world 

have no possible means of protecting their territories against aggression or 

occupation,except by adhering to the principles of the United Nations Charter 

and the system of collective security 1-1hich has remained unimplemented since 

1945. Furthermore, there are certain regions of the world exposed to nuclear 

blackmail, intimidation and occupation as a resllit of aggression, finding no 

nuclear cover to protect them since they are not allies of any of the t-vro 

camps. 
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(Mr. Badawi, Egypt) 

From this 1-1e conclude that it would be better during the current stage 

to concentrate on priorities to be given to the most destructive weapons, leaving 

to every region the proper manner of acting in accordance with its own 

conditions. It is premature to propose an examination of this new question 

at the present stage. 

If 'de fully believe in disarmament and in giving priority to nuclear 

disarmament, •.,;e should call to mind here 1vhat the Secretary-General said 

in his re})ort of l Septemcer 1977 on the activities of the Organization: 

nit is now 10 years since a United Nations study was made of the 

wost avresome of all vreapons, nuclear arms. In this period we have seen 

a continued, not to say accelerated development in this field, bringing 

nevr concepts and applications into public focus. It would seem high time 

for the international community again to undertake a comprehensive study 

and assessment of nuclear-weapon problems in the light of the developments 

of recent years. n (1-1/32/l, P. 13) 

We are not arguing from a theoretical angle but our position is determined 

by a global outlook concerning the establishment of an international disarmament 

strategy aimed at general and complete disarmament through the safeguarding of 

peace and security for all the continents of the world. However, we believe 

that priorities should be based on logic and on the extent of the threat. 
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(Mr. Badawi, Egypt) 

The Foreign Minister of Egypt, in his statement before the General Assembly 

on 28 September 1977, in referring to real peace in the Middle East, said: 

" .•. real peace cannot be ensured unless there is agreement on 

the following: 

"A. The establishment of a nuclear-free zone in the Middle East. He 

believe that a nuclear threat from any source will jeopardize the prospects 

of peace in the Middle East and would mal;:e peace only an empty word. Ho-vr are 

we to feel safe with the knovrledge thBt Israel in co-operation and 

collaboration with the racist regime of South Africa is determined to become 

a nuclear Pow·er'? This indeed is not a manifestation of the desire for peace 

but only indicates the continued aggressive intentions of Israel, based on 

the fallacy of military superiority. I should like to declare solemnly from 

this rostrum that if Israel ever obtains nuclear weapons, no one could expect 

us to stand idly by in the face of that development, -vrhich l·rould create a 

grave situation militarily, politically and morally. Thus, we insist in the 

context of a peace agreement that Israel should adhere to the Non-Proliferation 

Treaty, for it is inconceivable that Israel should be the only State in the 

Middle East not acceding to that Treaty. Egypt, for its part, having already 

signed that Treaty, is willing to abide by it. 

"B. It is necessary to regulate conventional armaments, since a race in 

this field is likely to increase tension, thus increase the possibilities of 

the situation exploding in the future." (A/32/PV .10, pp. 52-53) 

Our agenda includes items of equal importance, but time does not allow for 

their conside;ration. I should lH:e here to refer to the subject of chemical 

1-1eapons for this _>vas one of t"o important i terns conce ming vlhich w·e had hoped the 

CCD would arrive at concrete results. He may well remember that last year in 

the course of discussing the ENHOD treaty, one of the justificationG for 

calling for an agreement on this treaty was to pave the -vray for the conclusion 

of a treaty banning the use of chemical weapons. 
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(Mr. Badawi, Egypt) 

By reviewing the activities of the CCD in Geneva we come to the conclusion 

that the question of chemical weapons emphasizes the fact that the task entrusted 

to it by the General Assembly during its thirty-first session has not been achieved. 

I should like to reiterate here that the CCD should submit concrete results to 

the special session of the General Assembly. A great deal of time has been 

lost in talk and the time has come to negotiate on the objective questionB 

uLder consideration. The two ~ajor Powers should shoulder their 

responsibilities and fulfil their promises and commitments and set a good 

example. 

Another subject to which the delegation of my country attributes capital 

importance is that of incendiary weapons and other conventional weapons which 

could be banned or at least restricted for humane reasons. The humane aspect 

and the humanitarian element is to be considered in all matters r2lated to 

disarmament, for disarmament seeks only the continued existence of man and his 

peace and prosperity. We all realize the importance of the decision by the 

Diplomatic Conference on International Humanitarian Law to convene a 

conference to be held not later than 1979. Egypt, together with a group of 

countries concerned, is following the present consultations on an 

organizational formula that would allow sufficient preparation for the 

conference so that the countries which do not enjoy the protective cover 

of an alliance may be fairly represented. 

The issue of development has become of prime importance and concern to 

developing countries today. We appreciate the argument put forth by some 

concerning the relation of development to disarmament. But in our view 

we believe that it is not a matter of security and bread. The statement 

made by some who claim that developing countries overburden their budgets 

by armaments and impede their own development by their military efforts is 

too generalized and is not sound. The reason these countries do not 

enjoy peace and security is that they are exposed to aggression and 

occupation. It is wrong to jump to that conclusion and use it as a criterion. 
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Have the major countries which are developed and advanced lived up to 

their commitments in safeguarding international peace and security, in 

accordance with the Charter? The answer is that they have shirked their 

responsibilities and have tried to adopt their policy of power and alliances. 

The second point is, >rho profits from the arms race? The answer is 

the major Powers and the developed countries. The matter requires an 

intensified and in-depth study to be followed by concrete measures to make 

disarmament a useful element in two sectors of a just international order, namely, 

security and development. If I say that we cannot profitably achieve any 

progress in terms of reducing military budgets and releasing resources now 

absorbed by the arms race without the co-operation of the major countries, 

I must also point out that our view concerning this subject derives from the 

suffering experienced by developing countries and the difficulties they face 

in tryi~g to safeguard their own security and to achieve their own development. 

The important event we look forward to with hope is the convening of the 

special session of the General Assembly on disarmament scheduled to be held 

in May-June l978. This is what the non-aligned countries have sought for 

several years. On this occasion I should like to express my appreciation 

of what Mr. Carlos Ortiz de Rozas has said in making a success of the work 

of the Preparatory Committee and in arriving at an agreement concerning all the 

organizational matters before it. Much work remains to be done, but as a 

first step we must have a special session free from empty and sterile 

arguments. We prefer to concentrate on important disarmament issues vital 

to the continued existence and safety of the human race. The special session 

should give an impetus to all activities in the field of disarmament, whether at 

the bilateral, regional or multilateral levels, with follow-up discussions 

and a review to take place later. 

I shuuld appreciate an opportunity to address the Committee again at 

a subsequent stage. 
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Mr. UPADHYAY (Nepal): Having heard the statements of representatives 

in the First Committee during the general debate on disarmament, we feel 

that a consensus seems to have emerged on the importance and usefulness of 

the forthcoming special session ofthe United Nations General Assembly devoted 

to disarmament. No doubt, the special session is going to be the most ir.1portant 

step towards multilateral efforts to lay do1vn agreed principles for disarmament. 

Against the background of frustration at the slow pace of disarmament 

negotiations, the limited performance of arms control measures, the growing 

realization that time is against us if some positive step to de-escalate 

the arms race is not taken and the hopeful utterances of the vrorld 1 s leaders, 

especially those of the super-Powers, the importance and usefulness of the 

special session can hardly be exaggerated. 

The special session can become an effective forum to devise effective 

rrechanisms for carrying out further negotiations in the field of disarmament 

with a view to achieving general and complete disarmament. It is essential 

that that session not be reduced to a mere forum to exchange views and thus 

duplicate the function of the First Committee of the United Nations General 

Assembly. In order to work as a catalyst to achieve general and complete 

disarn1aruent, the special session has to be in a position to determine the 

basic lines along which the priority efforts of States towards disarmament 

should be directed. It must be in a position to recommend certain guidelines 

and principles to be followed by States in future negotiations. It must be in a 

position to recommend a time-table for action which would ensure that the 

implementation of recommended measures would minimize the danger of ·war, alleviate 

the burden of the arms race, encourage a reduction in military budgets and 

military arsenals of J.v1ember States and create an atmosphere of trust and 

relaxation of tension. VDreover, it must be in a position to institute, 

if necessary, new forums to accelerate further the process of negotiations with 

the objective of achieving general and complete disarmament or, at least, 

of recomnending improven1ents in the structure and composition of existing forums 

for the same purpose. 

While there seems to be no dearth of statements of good intentions and 

honest feelings to gain arms limitation and control, paradoxically enough 

military technolOGY is advancing much more rapidly than the rate of negotiations 

in the field of arms limitation and control. 
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Although ue have no reason to be happy at the past performance in the fj_cld 

of bilateral or trilateral nec;otiations, vre cannot ignore and remain 

indifferent to those efforts in s-pite of the very limited achievement. 

We acknowledge the importance of such efforts by the big Powers, and 

especially the super-Pmrers because they are the ones vlhich can meaningfully 

contribute to the efforts to1rards achieving disarmament. It is the super-Powers 

which have between them the biggest stockpile of weapons of mass destruction -

nuclear as well as conventional. The total arsenal of the rest of the world 

in quantitative terms is still less than the total between the super-Powers; 

and in qualitative terms no third nation is in a position to catch up with 

their sophisticated armament. It will take years for the other members of the 

nuclear club to catch up >vith the super-Powers in terms of explosive power 

as well as delivery systems. Hence vre have velcomed tho initiA.tive of the 

super-Pmrers. 

Partial measures have been quite important in their own right, but it is 

necessary that the remaining obstacles to achieving a break-through be removed 

vlith maximum effort. What is needed at this juncture is to create a better 

atmosphere of trust in the international community which will have a chance to 

review disarmament efforts with wide participation in a large forum lil{e 

the special session of the United Nations General Assemb{y devoted to disarmament. 

Similarly, among other trust-generating and tension-relaxing arms 

control measures >lhich could be achieved before the special session are the 

proposed treaty on the prohibition of chemical weapons, a convention prohibiting 

the development of new vJeapons of mass destruction, a convention on limitation of 

incendiary and certain other conventional weapons and, possibly, a comprehensive 

test ban treatv. The achievement of those trea"iies would greatly enhance 

the role of the special session by providing it with a suitable atmosphere 

for constructive activity. 

The problem of disarmament, while it is the most important and urgent, 

is also exceptionally complex and delicate. The problem of disarmament, 

as it is directly related to the interest of national security of States, 

gives rise to the need for caution in every move. vle should therefore endeavour 

to 3ppreciate the difficulty involved in the negotiations for strategic :<rms 

limitation. 
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r·=C0c~nizc the: ir1portant role vhich ~etent~ pL•ys iu tb_; field of 

r"iisan1on:ent. Hence we stress the neC:d to stn.:n:?;th~n detente. However, 

d2tentc.:: betMc:en the super-Powers is not c::noush. It ha2 to be expanded to 

:Jll J1D rts of the \vorld. A positive approE' ell to\·ra n1s the expansion of detente 

is esscntjcL The observaoce of the lJrincil:;le: of n:::ttionJl in,lepencleoce ::-tnc1 

st:curity, nc,n-interfereoce in the domestic DffCJirs of other ,:Jt:_:t:;s, full 

, _, ,_··hts, non-resort to force Dl' the thre::: t of force and the right 

of '1.1 1 ~'-- '~S to decide their own com·se; of socio-politico-economic development 

is ::1(] ~C:ssential JJrerequisite to expanding detente vrorlc1 wide. The involvement 

, .r ~ , ~ · :-i,,-,, "Swell as democr::Jti:2:r1ti.on of intern3tional relations, are very 

of 3] 1 tntionc of the world in the ncgcJti,"'tioos co disarmument is essential for 

the achieverrent of talks on arms limitation and control. If positive results in 

the fj_ehl of disarmo.ment cannot be attoinc::d, the Cl'edibility of £etente will 

be s;rossly undermined. Therefore, 01 thouc:;h c:e &ttGch great sie;nificance to the 

bilateral t::;lks ond look forward to bold initi:::t:Lves frc,1,1 the super-Powers in 

in the >m}::e of the special session, the sl)ccial sesslou itself h::1s to b:; mad'~ 

the chi:::f vehicle to surmount the pres·:ent or,stn,cle in tiL: .'chievemeot of s;c::neral 

on d co rllll J _ _; te c1 is a rma1,1en t. Un i vc rsol p..: .- c ~ _. :1 ·-~ security con best ~)e e;uaran tee c1 

only by e;eneral end complete disarmerr.eot. 

Uoctcl' tlllo competent guidance of its Cl1C1 ilman, 1-IITlbassador Carlos Ortiz de Rozas, 

ci;Jl _, ssion of the General 1-~.ssembly Devoted 

to Disa1.:1:a:cnt hos so far carried out use:Lul>:'orh, and durioc; its meetings 

next year· it l'lill prel)are final documeots for the session. The final documents 

.Jre lH::cly to contain an appraisal and analvsis of the current state of ne[\otiations 

in the field of disarmament, as well as the elabor8.tion of the fundamental principles 

to 'Je inlplemented to conclude agreements to halt the Drms rJce, and to recommend 

priority taslcs anCi viable mechanisms for dis~nn12ment negotiations in future. 

Th2 Preparatory Committee, composed as it is of n:presentotion from all geographical 

are=os l'f th.:: uorld, hos been workinc: on tlx.: 1J~si2 •Jf ccns2nsus. That ensures 

ob,j'..:ctivj_ty in its work as llell JS compreh.en:::ivenesss in its approach to the 

pro'olems of clisormameot. An encourac;ing atmosphere created by the conclusion 
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of certain agreeu1ents on the prohibition of a number of weapons will 

definitely contribute to the success of the special session, and we trust 

that the big Powers ·will exercise the political Will to conclude them. 
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Nuclear disarmament has aluays been accorded priority by the United Nations. 

The Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) has been acclaimed, in spite of its 

limitations, as a very important step towards nuclear disarmament. He were quite 

auare that by itself the NPT could not eliminate the danger of -vrar. Nevertheless, 

it 1ras the beginning of a step in the right direction. He would have welcomed 

any step tovards vertical non-proliferation. Unfortunately, the Non-Proliferation 

Treaty 1-ras not followed by other measures of a.rms control and disarmament, 11ith the 

goal of attaining complete nuclear disarmament. Moreover, the question of 

co-operation in the field of research, production and use of nuclear energy for 

peaceful purposes has been quite discouraging. The pledge to promote the 

development of peaceful nuclear energy in pan-nuclear countries by the nuclear 

Pmre rs has not been given proper attention. It vTas hoped that the nuclear Powers 

could co-operate -vri th those anxious to develop nuclear energy for peaceful 

purposes and provide services in relation to explosions in a non-discriminatory 

manner and at an advantageous cost. 

But there is a grmring frustration in the third world countries at the 

technical gap betvreen the developed and the developing countries. The technical 

gap in the use of nuclear energy is further raising doubts among the third world 

countries about the justification of restrictions inwosed upon them. It is 

eroding their faith in the usefulness of the NPT and casting a shadow over the 

role of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). That situation has to 

be dealt vrith effectively. 

It is a matter of regret that all the articles in the Non-Proliferation 

Treaty have not been given equal importance and similar treatment. vihile the 

articles, particularly articles I to 'Dl, have always been invoked to justify 

restrictions, the implementation of the provisions of article V has been far from 

satisfactory. The balance of mutual obligations and responsibility called for in 

the NPT, especially the obligation of nuclear->,Teapon States under article VI of 

the NPT, has not been reassuring. The SALT tall~s aroused high hopes that the two 

super-Pouers vrere genuinely going forward to meet their obligation· under 

article VI of the NPT. Unfortunately, -vre have vitnessed 1rani;;on expansion of 

strategic arms rather than their limitation in the last eight years. 

During my last statement I categorically advocated the cause of the 

legitimate aspiration of many countries in the world to use nuclear power as a 
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Thr.t the energy needs are genuine cannot be overlooked or 

ignored, so conditions must be created quite expeditiously to provide assistance 

to develop nuclear energy for peaceful purposes. 

He are positively in favour of a complete ban on any kind of nuclear tests and 

oo we are opposed to any move under any pretext to link the question of peaceful 

nuclear explosions vri th the question of the development of energy -per se, without 

giving emphasis to safeguard measures. vie are convinced that the proliferation 

of nuclear -vrea:pons vmuld endanger the security of all States and make more 

difficult the achievement of general and complete disarmament under effective 

international control. 

\·Te cannot therefore, treat the question of the peaceful use of nuclear 

energy as a separate question, a question of development strategy 

unrelated to that of disarmament. The use of nuclear energy cannot be 

considered in isolation from the over-all question of safety. We are therefore in 

favour of strict adherence to the NPT, of the implementation of all its 

articles -vrith equal emphasis and of co-operation among the nuclear and non-nucleo.r 

States in the development of nuclear energy, but we are strongly in favour of 

strengthening safeguard measures so that the non-proliferation regime is not 

endangered. 

Before concluding, my delegation vrould like to express its warmest 

congratulations to the delegation of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on 

the very important statement na de by President Brezhnev in Moscovr on 2 November. 

Fe vrarmly welcome the proposal made by Mr. Brezhnev to declare a moratorium on 

all underground nuclear detonations. vJe acclaim it as a major step for-vrard in 

the direction of a comprehensive test ban. Undoubtedly, that declaration by 

President Brezhnev has once again highlighted the important role that the Soviet 

Union can play in the field of disarmament. 

v!e are also happy to note that the Secretary of State of the United States 

of America, Mr. Cyrus Vance, has shown a positive reaction to the Brezhnev 

declaration. That augurs \·Tell for the generating of an atmosphere conducive to 

the adoption of other bold initiatives by the super~Powers. 
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Mr. CHALE (United Republic of Tanzania): Mr. Chairman, allow me to 

associate myself uith other delegations in congratulating you on your election to 

the chairmanship of this Committee. MY delegation remains convinced that this 

Committee is once again fortunate in having a diplomat of high calibre like 

yourself to preside over its deliberations during this important session. 

Similarly, I should like to avail myself of this opportunity to extend our most 

sincere congratulations to the other officers of the Committee, on whom the 

burdensome vork of this Committee greatly depends. 

It has been put fonrard bluntly that if the number of items on the agenda of 

the General Assembly vrere indicative of the Organization 1 s accomplishments in any 

one area, measures related to arms control and disarmament would 1rin the contest 

hands down. This year again, no fewer than a score of items on the agenda hinge on 

disarmament. Ironically, hovrever, set against that record of item proliferation 

is the general view shared by many delegations that disarmament represents the 

area where the United Nations has made the least progress. 

As vle meet today, the world is even more aware of the dangers of the arms 

race. By our adherence to the Charter of the United Nations, we committed 

ourselves to the duty of bringing peace to the vrorld through the prevention of 1-rar, 

to the maintenance of fundamental human rights and to the promotion of "social 

progress and better standards of life in larger freedom". 

The arms race has worked only to frustrate all these efforts and thus the 

vrorld today finds itself confronted with a potentially explosive situation 

unprecedented in human history. The Secretary-General in his report on the work 

of the Organization put it clearly, as follows: 

"In this profoundly unhealthy situation there can be no guarantee that 

national independence and sovereignty, equality of rights, non-resort to force 

or to the threat of force, and the right of every people to decide its own 

destiny 1vill in fact be honoured as the principles on which we have long 

agreed that the international order should be based". (A/32/1, p. 12) 
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That is why we in Tanzania believe that the Member States of this 

Committee and the Organization as a whole have a moral obligation to fulfil. 

The people of the world need and want peace,and their Governments representing 

them here must sincerely reflect the genuine -vrishes of their people. Just as 

much as ive are anxious for peace through disarmament, iTe hope that we shall 

all honestly and equally pledge our commitment to this goal. 

This world will not be saved from war by deliberations of intent. It will 

not be liberated or saved by pious declarations on the will to live at peace with 

each other,but rather by translating them into action. The Charter enshrines 

the concept of universal collective security based on the ach~evement of 

substantial progress towards general and complete disarmament. Hence, it is 

progress that counts and not rhetoric. 

Disarmament negotiations are as old as the United Nations itself, 

yet the spectre of Hi~oshima and Nagasaki has only become more 

devastatingly ominous. Today, the world rests on a shaky peace hinged on 

the balance of terror, the balance of fear, the balance of power and the balance 

of forces, and on the concepts of mutual assured destruction. Nuclear-

weapon States have the primary obligation to demonst~ate to the world that 

they are genuinely serious in pursuing disarmament. 

No less than eight multilateral agreements related to disarmament have 

been reached since the last world war - and still the world justif~ably feels 

that very little, if anything, has been done to curb the arms race. The 

arsenals of the nuclear Po1rers continue to swell up -vlith even more 

perfectioned weaponry of mass destruction. Vital human and economic 

resources continue to be gobbled up by the arms race while the majority of 

the world population languishes in misery from disease, ignorance, hunger and 

poverty. The Secretary-General in his report on the work of the Organization 

pointed out (A/32/l, pp. 12, 13) that vrhile nthe Horld Health Organization has spent 

about $83 million over 10 years to eradicate smallpox in the world - a sum 

insufficient to buy one modern supersonic bomberu, the irorld military 

expenditure is now totalling well over ~300 billion. He further pointed out (ibid.) 
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that vhile the Horld Health Organization 1 s __ programme for eradicating malaria 

needs an estimated amount of $1+50 million - half of vrhat is beine; spent daily 

for military purposes - the Organization is dragging for lack of funds. W1at 

tragic irony that some United Nations Members can afford to waste such enormous 

resources on this highly suicidal game of extinction - a suicidal game 

of extinction, about l·rhich Shakespeare mip;ht have said, "that men play such 

fantastic triclm before high heaven as make the angels :weep". They play such 

fantastic tricks before high heaven that even the angels weep. Have we lost 

our reason? And this vrhile most people in the developing world can 

hardly be provided -vvith even the very basic necessities of life. The 

developing countries wonder 'lvhy the Members of this Organization, uhich have 

consistently reiterated their commitment to the vrelfare of mankind, hesitate 

to aclmmrledge the strong relationship betvreen disarmament and development. 

The preoccupation of this Committee must pe focused, therefore, on 

genuine and concrete steps tmvards disarmament. If we vrere to be honest 1ri th 

ourselves, we vrould agree that \ve have aggressively embarked on circumlocution. 

The subject in question is disarmament and not merely non-armament. Is that 

not circumlocution? \Jhen ve talk of disarmament, we should be able to bacl\: 

vrhat ue sny uith factual evidence of our activities since the nuclear Powers' policy 

of building up military arsenals and the gap between their words and deeds rose 

considerable difficulties in attempting to talk of limiting the arms race. 

Hi th or vi thout the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT), nuclear tests have 

been conducted and 1ve have no reason to convince ourselves that they will 

stop, unless the nuclear-weapon States can see and appreciate the ev~lness 

of those vreapons and their destructive and annihilating effects. T"hat 

the 1rorld community wants tp see is a complete test ban and not the 

localization of those tests. The partial test ban Treaty and the NPT have 

not abolished those tests but localized them. The sum result of all those 

partial measures related to disarmament has been to e;ive undue glorification 

to those measures and slacl\:en the momentum of disarmament negotiations. 
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'l'he forer;oing remarl;:s ar::d conclusion do not make me less conscious of the 

threat posed by conventional ueapons. It is evident that the demarcation 

line bet-vreen the use of nuclear and conventional -vreapons is increasingly being 

eroded. Those iTearons have become more sophisticated to the extent that 

they are as much a threat to international peace and security as are nuclear 

weapons. Incidentially too, these are the commonly used ueapons and "~r_at in 

considered n.s their lcoss C.~::.r::,-:;erous nature has permitted them slowly to take mwy 

lives of millions of innocent civilians everywhere in the 1mrld in 

circumstances of armed conflicts. As has already been pointed out by those who 

spoke eo.rlier, no nuclear vreapon has been used since the Second Horld War but 

millions have died at the merciless hands of those conventional Heapons, 

and even today men are dying. These are the problems of our peacetime, and 

ue subscribe to all efforts towards eradication of those 1-reapons. 
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Of equal importance to us is the establishment of nuclear-weapon-free zones 

in the world. The non-aliened Heads of State and Government, the African Heads 

of State and the United Nations have in various forums by various resolutions 

expressed the urgency of this matter. The session of the Organization of African 

Unity in Libreville once more expressed the need to respect the continent of 

Africa, vlhich includes the continental African States, Madagascar and other 

islands surrounding Africa, as a nuclear-free zone. He hope that this year 

this Committee vlill tal~e a stride tovmrds realization of this goal, as contained 

in General Assembly resolution 31/69, adopted at the last session of the General 

Assembly. 

,_)imilarly, my delegation is opposed to any maneouvre by the big Powers to 

continue their presence in the Indian Ocean. He are strongly opposed to the 

establishment of mill tary bases in the Indian Ocean and elsewhere. That is why 

·1o1e call upon these Pmrers to work towards achieving practical solutions in 

promoting and strengthening peace in the Indian Ocean area. 

He believe that the principles enunciated in Chapter I of the United Nations 

Charter can best be guaranteed in an atmosphere of general and complete 

disarmament under close and effective international control. The world is very 

optimistic concerning the partial measures related to disarmament, but its 

confidence continues to be eroded by the fact that these measures have actually 

provided broad avenues to the arms race. Disarmament must be total to be genuine, 

and this rests on r.mtual trust among all States ali lee coupled vli th the poll tical 

will to facilitate this exercise. Trust is the corner-stone. This is a political 

fact "\·lhich has left its imprint on the post-"ar debate concerning all kinds 

of 1·1eapons, because, just as the nuclear Powers recall the concept of undiminished 

security for themselves, similarly, the consequence should not be diminished 

security for smaller and ~~eal;.er countries. 

In about six months the vrorld. vTilJ assemble for the special session devoted 

to disal'r.2ament. He do not expect miracles to happen, but we hope all nations 

11ill give tl1at important session most favourable consideration. \ve have a 

common denominator, and that common denominator is the common danger, the danger 

of extinction. That common denominator is our survival. Hence, we hope all nations 

'17ill give that important session most favourable consideration. Appropriately 

and adequately prepared, the special session will provide a singular occasion 
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to put the problem and the hitherto attem"!)ted measures into the proper 

perspective and put our finc;er on the problem as ·Hell as on the solution. He 

hope the -vwrld will have occasion colh:ctively to pronounce itself unambie:;uously 

against this situation. 

This is the eleventh hour, and we must be very serious in discussinc; this 

question. 

The special session must be well prepared but, and. this is most import<'~nt, 

those big Powers that are chiefly responsible for the unrest in the world must be 

genuinely prepared to accept change - not a sliGht chanGe but a complete change, 

the kind of change the Greeks used to call metania. A complete change - that is 

what is wanted. 

In conclusion, my delegation wishes to pay a tribute to the Secretary-General 

and his colleagues on the steps taken to implement General 1\ssembly 

resolution 31/90 on the strengthening of the role of the United Nations in the 

field of disarmament. He have noted 1Tith appreciation the establishmE:nt of the 

United Nations Centre for Disarmament and the launching of the Disarmament Yearbook. 

Ue are convinced that these mechanisms will serve to enlic;hten the 1vorld on the 

dangers of the arms race and to stimulate public opinion in favour of 

disarmament. 

Let some come and say later, "o Judc;ement, thou has not fled, and man 

has not lost his reason." 

Tan Sri ZAITON (!1alaysia): Mr. Chairman, since this is the first time 

my delegation has spoken in this Committee, allovT me at the outset to 

concratulate you warmly upon your unanimous election to the chairmanship of this 

very important Committee. 

I also wish to extend the congratulations of my delec;ation to the t-vm 

Vice-Chairmen and the Rapporteur. 

The year 1976 was characterized by a visible lack of progress in efforts to 

slow down the arms race and to limit the qualitative and quantitative increase in 

nuclear armaments. On the contrary, the improvement of new weapon technoloGy, 

particularly in the field of nuclear weapons, has led to the enhancement of 

nuclear overkill capabilities, in turn provoking the race for superiority in 
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first-stril;.e capability bet,7een the two super-Po,7ers. Indeed, as "e continue 

to live in a 1wrld haunted by the spectre of nuclear annihilation, the peace \·le 

nov have ur:doubtedly hancs on a thin thread, and ironically it is sustained by 

the existinG balance of nuclear terror. 
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The advancement of such lethal weaponry has certainly not helped to ease 

tensions but rather has served to heighten mutual suspicion and distrust. This is 

an alarMing phenomenon of our time. Indeed, it is principally mutual fear and 

suspicion between the super:-Powers that have brought about a costly and 

dangerous race in armaments. 

If this arms race has not so far reached the point of disastrous armed 

cot~licts, it is only because it has managed to maintain the power balance 

which constitutes a deterrent against agression. But the maintenance of this 

balance of terror can hardly be regarded as a comforting assurance for peace 

beeause to live in this kind of peace is to live in constant fear. The 

international community is yearning for a real and lasting peace, a peace 

completely free from fear of total annihilation and destruction. What mankind 

needs today is peace in a disarmed world. 

The primary concern of the international community must necessarily be 

directed at the dangers of the nuclear arms race. The priority accorded to 

nuelear disarmament dictates that we must g_uickly reach agreement on how we 

are, in concrete terms, to prevent the spread of nuclear weapons, to prohibit 

their production and stockpiling, to put a moratorium on the research to 

advance nuclear weapon technology and ultimately to destroy all nuclear weapons 

altogether. Quantitatively the United States and the Soviet Union each has an 

enormous strategic nuclear arsenal. But what is more dangerous is the 

g_ualitative development in offensive and defensive strategic weapons that of 

late has become deadly accurate. It is estimated that the nuclear warheads 

available in the mid-1980s may have an accuracy of about 18 miles at a range 

of about 7,500 miles. 

In highlighting the danger of the nuclear armaments race, my delegation 

on the other hand does not wish to give diminished importance to the dangers 

of' the conventional arms race. This is indeed a complex problem which has been 

politicized because it impinges on the security interests and rovereign rights 

of' States. Nevertheless the conventional ··arms race is a matter of increasing 

universal concern. In the first place, tte vast economic resources that 

developing countries have to spend on their arms build-up are diverted from 

the promotion of much needed projects far social and economic development. 
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MY delegation in this regard is deeply concerned at the enormous amount of money 

the world is at presPnt spending on military >veaponry. The Secretary-General's 

report on the work of the Organization noted that a much smaller and a far 

more negligible amount was spent by the subsidiary organs of the United Nations 

in their programmes to eradicate malnutrition, illiter~=t.cy and diseases 

throughout the vast majority of the world's population. We need to reverse this 

sad trend. A progressive global disarmament would eventually release resources 

in both the developed and developing countries to supplement the efforts of the 

international community in realizing the establishment of a new international 

economic order. In this connexion, it is pertinent that the United Nations 

should undertake an in-depth study of the relationship between disarmament and 

development to draw attention to ways and means ,,,hereby resources released 

through disarmament could be reallocated to economic and social development 

purposes. We commend the Nordic coGntries for their initiative in this field. 

In the second place, the conventional arms race tends to increase the 

risk of armed conflicts,particularly in regions where there is a large measure 

of antagonism between States. MY delegation feels that to advance the reduction 

of the conventional arms build-up in such regions it is essential to create the 

necessary conditions that would be conducive to promoting the relaxation of 

tension and to instil mutual trust and confidence among States in the region. 

It is in this context that my delegation has consistently lent its support 

to efforts to accelerate the creation of zones of peace and nuclear-weapon

free zones in various regions of the world. In my own region, South-East Asia, 

Malaysia has proposed the creation of a zone of peace, freedom and neutrality 

that would be free from big-Power rivalry and any form or manner of external 

interference. 

In the Indian Ocean, we should like to s~e the ea::ly convergence of vie1-1s 

of all concerned in the reRlization that the objer~ti ves of the Declaration of 

the Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace arp an impPrative necessity. 

It has always been the belief of my delegation that the establishment of 

both the zones of peace and nuclear-weapon-free zones constitute constructive 

and explicit efforts towards reducing the areas of potential con~licts, removing 

big-Power rivalry, lessening tension among nations, promoting the concept of 

regionalism for the economic and social development of countries in· the region 
and facilitating the attainment of general and complete disarmament. 
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_The denuclearization o~ a zone, however, must be examined in the light of 

exist·iJ;tg circumstances· in the geographical area in which the zone is located. 

The denuclearization of a zone must necessarily emanate fran the countries in 

the regi9n for they, more than others, should be in a position to determine 

its d.es"irabiJ.,ity and_feasibility. It must be strictly observed by all countries 

of the region as well as by those immediately outside it, and it must be 

honoured by all the nuclear Powers. 

While 1976 has been notable for its lack of progress in disarmament 

negotiations, there have been encouraging developments in 1977 that promise 

to give us a glimmer of hope that real progress could be achieved in the 

coming years. We have in the first place noted the agreement of the USSR 

and the United States to renew negotiations on the Strategic Arms Limitation 

Talks (SALT). Prep;:u-ations for the special session on disarmament are 

proceeding smoothly. We note in this regard that through the consultations 

which the non-aligned countries carried out with the other members of the 

Preparatory Committee on the special session on disarmament there has been 

substantial progress in identifying the various common areas of concern where 

w·gent action is needed. Indeed, the special session provides a significant 

opportunity for the international community to consider the whole gamut of 

d:Lsarmament questions in its entirety. l".JY delegation trusts that full 

pl~ticipation by all Members of this Organization will ensure a concerted and 

co-operative approach towards achieving an effective and comprehensive programme 

of action for general and complete disarmament under effective international 

control. 

Effective measures must be taken to deal with the problems of the arms race, 

both nuclear and conventional, to cease all nuclear-weapons t.ests, to prevent 

the spread of nuclear ,,1eapons and to prohibit the production of weapons of 

mass destruction. 

In the area of achieving a convention on the complete prohibition of 

the development, production and stockpiling of all chemical weapons and on 

their destruction, the General Assembly of the United Nations has for the past 

several years requested the Confe:t:ence of thF> f'otmnltT.F>A u11 Di.sarmament ( CCD) 
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to continue negotiations on this ttem as a matter of high priority. MY 
delegation notes that the United States and the Soviet Union have agreed to 

work out the basic elements of a chemical weapons treaty. That is an 

encouraging development. We hope the two super-Powers will work together with 

other CCD members to achieve substantial progress in reaching agreement on an 

appropriate draft convention on chemical and biological weapons before the 

convening of the special session on disarmament next year. 
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In regard to the negotiations for a comprehensive nuclear test ban, it 

is also encouraging that this year, the United States, the USSR and the United 

Kingdom have started talks to achieve an agreement in this field. He have 

indeed waited long enough for such a treaty. It is particularly important 

that agreement on a definitive cessation of all nuclear-weapon tests should 

be started immediately without awaiting the participation of the other 

nuclear-weapon States, although we naturally hope that they will find it 

possible to associate themselves with such an endeavour with the least possible 

delay. At a later stage, the talks should necessarily be extended to include 

the participation of members of the CCD so that a comprehensive d.raft treaty 

could quickly emerge that would take care of the essential points. Of 

particular importance to my delegation is the assurance that such a treaty 

would be all-encompassing and would take care of the problem of peaceful 

nuclear explosions in order to prevent the horizontal and vertical oroliferation 

of nuclear weapons, without however prejudicing access by developing countries 

to the peaceful uses of nuclear energy for their economic and social development. 

I have in my intervention highlighted some of the areas of concern to my 

delegation and pinpointed those other areas where we feel progress could be 

achieved. It is vitally important to my delegation that we should quickly 

se·ize on the momentum created by these encouraging developments to urge 

the super-Powers concerned to reach agreements on some of the pressing issues 

that affect our security and peace. We hope that by the time the special 

session is convened, a new era will emerge that will allow us the comfort of 

li.ving in a more disarmed world. 

Mr. TSHE~ING (~hutan): Mr. Chairman, at the outset allm-.· me to se.y how 

happy my delegation has been, not only to have you presiding over this 

inwortant Committee but also in the manner that you are guiding our deliberations. 

W"i.th all your experience, and the tact and skill which you have already 

demonstrated, we feel confident that the complex task ahead of us will be guided 

to a successful ccnclusion. I am sure, in this onerous task, the two able 

VJ.ce-Chairmen and the Rapporteur will ably assist you. On behalf of my 

delegat:!.en and on my own behalf, I assure you of our fullest co-operation. 
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In the world today there alrea1y exist enough deadly weapons to destroy 

the world many times over. As the years have passed and the negotiations 

on disarmament have become ever more protrf!cted, v" have CLme to realize with 

growing horror that what was fiction yesterdey has become reality today, 

that todey's fears may become tomorrow's nightmare. In the name of the 

balance of power, the arms race continues unabated. Peace remains precarious 

and tensions existing in different parts of the world remain unresolved. In 

the interest of the survival of mankind it is imperative that the question of 

disarmament be reviewed today, with greater concern than ever. 

The Secretary-General in his introduction to the Report on the Work of 

the Organization for the year 1976 stflted: 

"Disarmament in all its aspects involves the most sensitive 

questions of national security and international confidence. Therefore 

a more comprehensive and urgent approach is desperately needed if real 

progress is to be made. I hope that the United Nations will take its 

natural place in this effort." (A/31/1/ Add .1, p .5). 

Indeed the United Nations has a special responsibility under the Charter 

and in accordance with the resolutions of the General Assembly in matters 

pertaining to disarmament. Many resolutions have been adopted since 1946. 

Important joint statements and the agreed principles of the two super-Powers 

have been received. The United Nations proclaimed the Disarmament Decade 

in Gen·?ral Assembly resoltl'tif'n 26n2 E (XXIV). 

Year after year this Committee and the General Assembly have recited the 

agreed principles and the joint statements and appealed to the great Powers 

to move forward to complete disarmament. Indeed, the General Assembly has 

adopted volumes of resolutions, including many convincinG reports of the 

Secretary-General and the Group of Experts. The number of disarmf!ment items 

on the ager,da has also increased. Besides these encouraging events, 

several collateral measures have also been taken, including the conclusion of 

treaties and conventions. These. agreemEnts should have given special irr.petun 

to the disarmament negotiations. Fnfortnnately they do not appear to have 

done so. 
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Deopite all these measures and the continued efforts of Member States 

and the General Assembly of the United Nations, there has been no appreciable 

movement towards the ultimate goal. Complete nuclear disarmament continues 

to elude us as debates on collateral measures constantly sidetrack us. 

The need for complete disarmament both in nuclear and non-nuclear 

'Neapons is not in dispute and the dialogue over these issues at the internationnl 

level is still intense, but the tendency has been to prolong debate over 

peripheral issues rather than to come to terms with what is clearly fundamental. 

We believe that the time has come for all nations to understand the basic 

nature and magnitude of the problem and the actions required to eliminate it. 

Fifteen years after the establishment of the Conference of the Committee 

on Disarmament (CCD) and 32 years after the birth of the United Nations, the 

arms trade and the arms race are still accelerating with as great a momentum 

as technological developments allow. Sometimes one gets the impression that 

the arms trade and indeed the arms race is to ro::main 1-1i tl: us until the conc2rned 

great Powers are prepared to move, and the arms race will continue to be a. 

global phenomenon. It is clear, therefore, that progress being made towards 

disarmament is far from satisfactory. At the same time the steady increase 

in the innovative capabilities of nuclear technology has resulted in the 

production of new and ever more lethal weapons. ~need not go 

into the details of all these as many distinguished 3peakers before me have 

already amply highlighted the problems now confronting the international 

community. 

It is indeed regrettable that there has been no substantial progress 

achieved in any of th--= forums of disarmament negotiations, vle remain convinced 

that such negotiations are imperative for maintaining international peace and 

security. The 'CD has, we believe, acquired vast experience and exclusive 

knowledge in the years since it was established. In its further deliberations, 

we urge the CCD to adopt measures for the complete prohibition of the 

dev"'l or:;rr,ent, production and stockpiling of chemical weapons and to work towards 

achieving an early convention on weapons of mass destruction. 
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!\ccording to recent statistics, about $350 billion or more annually are 

being devoted to military expenditure in a world vhere millions of people are 

suffering from chronic hunger, malnutrition, lacl~ of shelter and other such 

deprivation. In viev of this there is a growing need to view closely the 

relation between development and disarmament. It is clear from these staggering 

data that all States should make conscious efforts to direct their resources 

from destructive to constructive purposes. Only then can we come close to 

bringing about the nev international economic order that is an essential 

prerequisite to vorld peace. It is in this spirit that my delegation continues 

to support the reduction of the military budgets of the permanent members of 

the 3ecurity Council and other major military Powers. \Then tvo thirds of the 

'Vmrld population lacks the basic necessities of life, the increase in military 

expenditure in the name of security runs counter to all civilized norms. For 

this reason we believe international security vill be more greatly enhanced and 

strengthened by disarmament than by the continuation of the armament race. 

It was in the light of this that, in 1971, my delegation supported 

resolution 2832 (XXVI) of the General Assembly declaring the Indian Ocean 

a Zone of Peace. Being a hinterland State of the Indian Ocean, Bhutan is 

particularly concerned with this question. He regret that even after six years 

the great Pavers have not respected this resolution. My Government hopes that 

the negotiations between the two super-Powers will lead to a positive solution 

whereby great-Paver rivalry in the area, including foreign military bases, will 

be eliminated. He continue to support the convening of a conference of all 

littoral and hinterland States of the Indian Ocean, with the co-operation and 

participation of all major Powers and major maritime users. 

In the same spirit, we oppose the proliferation of nuclear \·l2apons and 

support all moves towards the proper and effective control of nuclear-weapon 

technology. At the same time, we attach importance to the peaceful uses of 

nuclear energy directed solely tovrards development and ~ttainmont vf economic 

self-reliance. \Te do so because of our conviction that such technology, if 

used peacefully, will help accelerate the pace of development in the developing 

countries. 
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In a recent handbook published by the Stockholm International Peace 

Research Institute (3IPRI) on 11Armament and Disarmament in the Nuclear i\ge 11
, 

tt is stated: 
11Despite a considerable and highly significant shift in world 

military expenditure, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) and 

the '\'Jarsa-v1 Treaty Organization (HTO) contributions to arms remain 

predominant. NATO and the Harsa-v1 Treaty Organization totally dominate 

the world military scene; four countries - the United States, the 

Soviet Union, the United Kingdom and France - provide the bulle of the 

world's capacity to design and produce weapons and, relatedly, virtually, 

monopolise the international trade in arms, particularly with the third 

world. The joint military expenditures of the t1w alliances account for 

80 per cent of the >mrld total 11
• 

Such statistics leave no doubt as to who should initiate arms reduction and 

nuclear disarmament. Surely, it is not too much to expect the nuclear-weapon 

States to take the first step. 

It is in this light that my delegation believes the two super-Powers must 

reach an agreement as soon as possible on measures to reduce both nuclear and 

non-nuclear weapons. \le are encouraged by the statements made by both 

super-Powers indicating their readiness to negotiate and urge them to bring 

the second agreement relating to strategic arms limitation talks to an early 

and fruitful conclusion. 

IJhile the initiative on disarmament must be taken by the major Powers, the 

issue concerns all countries and the entire human race. 'Te believe the 

co-operation and understanding of all countries, big or small, rich or poor, 

should be solicited in our efforts to move towards comprehensive disarmament. 

~~y Foreign Minister recently stated in the General Assembly: 
11\Te completely endorse the Secretary-General's statement ••• that 1 the 

developing countries ••• must be involved, and actively so, in a problem 

which vitally affects them all 1 (11/32/l, p. 13). 11 (A/32/PV.25, pp. 83-85) 
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We welcome, therefore, the coming special session of the General Assembly 

devoted completely to disarmament, as recommended by the non-aligned movement 

in its Colombo Declaration and decided by the last 31st session of the General 

Assembly. We endorse unreservedly the guidelines for the agenda of the special 

session as outlined in this non-aligned Declaration. The task before us is arduous 

and complex, but we are confident that, with mutual trust and co-operation among 

States, the road to general and complete disarmament will be greatly shortened 

and our goal eventually realized. In this respect, my delegation will also 

support the various moves towards adoption of measures to strengthen the role of 

the United Nations in the field of disarmament. At this stage, we wish to place 

on record our appreciation to the Secretary-General and the disarmament 

division of the United Nations for their dedicated work, and particularly for 

the publication of the United Nations Disarmament Yearbook. 

In conclusion, I wish to quote the statement made by the King of Bhutan, 

His Majesty Jigme Singye Wangchuck, at the Fifth Non-Aligned Summit Conference 

held in Colombo last year. His Majesty stated: 

"The Non-Aligned Movement, from Belgrade in 1961 to Algiers in 1973 

and Lima in 1975, has continued to accord high priority to the question 

of disarmament, not only as a means for relaxing tensions in the world and 

promoting international peace and security, but also for the purpose of 

releasing much needed resources for development purposes. In our view, 

the development of technology and the ever-increasing expenditure on 

weapons of mass destruction is a vicious cycle, which is leading mankind 

ever closer to disaster. In order to halt the arms race and initiate a 

genuine process of disarmament, we are in favour of convening a world 

disarmament conference or a special session of the United Nations General 

Assembly devoted exclusively to the problem of disarmament." 

It is our hope that the special session of the General Assembly will be 

able to rekindle the hope of mankind in their efforts towards achieving the 

comprehensive disarmament that is so desperately needed and so long overdue. 
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Mr. ISSRAELYAN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (interpretation from 

Hussien): Today the First Committee is concluding the general debate on questions 

of disarmament. Without claiming to sum up this general debate, I should like, 

however, to draw one conclusion. By reflecting the common aspir8tions of peoples 

to see a speedy end put to the arms race 8nd to fl.chieve disarmament this deb8te 

has shown once again that the key problem in this matter is nucle8r dis!'lrmament. 

It is precisely on this problem as a whole or on some of its 8spects th8t 

attention is concentrated by practically ell deleg8tions vThich took pert in the 

debate. We fully share this position to strive tow8rds the speedy implement~tion 

of measures in the field of nuclear disarmament to resolve this problem 8S 8 whole. 

In this year of its sixtieth anniversary the Soviet State l8unches to the 

Governments and peoples an appeal th8t the energy of the !'ltom should be used only 

for peaceful purposes. This appeal was sounded recently in the statement of the 

Secretary-General of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet 

Union and the Chairman of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR, 

Leonid Brezhnev. 

In striving to implement this appeal, not by words but by deeds, the Soviet 

Union has proposed a radical step, namely that all States agree on a simultaneous 

cessation of the manufacture of nuclear weapons. This should encompass all forms 

of such weaponry: atomic weapons, hydrogen or neutron bombs or missiles. At the 

same time the nuclear Powers could undertake to begin a gradual reduction of the 

stockpiles already accumulated, moving forward until they achieve a 100 per cent 

complete elimination of such weapons. 

The implementation of the new Soviet proposal, which was put forward in the 

statement of Leonid Brezhnev, will be an important step towards solving the most 

important problem of the present time - the elimination of the threat of nuclear 

war. The task of diminishing the threat of nuclear W8r is directly related to the 

question of a complete and general ban on all nucle8r-weapon tests. 

It is important to give effect to fl bfln on tests of 

nuclear weapons in order to put an end to such tests not only in 

the atmosphere, outer space and under water, but underground as vrell. For 

several years the solution of this question was blocl<:;ed because of the 

problem of controls. A year ago we took steps to clear this obstflcle 
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by declaring our readiness to achieve a compromise on the question of controls 

over the fulfilment of the agreed comni tments on the basis of voluntary checke 

on the spot. 

Ne-v1 obstacles, hov1ever, erose. We then tool;- another important 

step by giving our consent,on the basis of an agreement with the United States 

and the United Kingdom,not to carry out during a given period of time any 

underground tests of nuclear weapons, even before accession cf other 

nuclear PovTers to the agreement is achieved. But now, in an effort to move 

forward in the negotiations on this matter and to bring -tl,ese negotiations to 

a. successful conclusion, the Soviet Union takes yet another ne·H important 

constructive step by expresRing its readiness to agree that; togct~'er 

vrith the b8n for a specific period of All nuclear-vJeapon tests; 

a ffioratorium be called on nucleer explosions for peeceful purposes. 

This proposal was made by President Brezhnev i~1 his statement on 2 November. 

Th2 history of many years of negotie·~ion"3 on the complete and general ban 

on the testing of nuclear vreapons cle8rly testi:Z"ies to tl~e rePdines ., of tl'e Soviet 

Union to achieve an effective solution of this problem. The Soviet Union '"ot 

only had initiated the various proposals in this matter, both vrit>in the 

framework of the United Nations and in t;he Conference of the Commi i":cee on 

Disarmament, but it. has always shown flexibility, a readiness to seek a mutually 

acceptable solution. The Soviet side has ahmys considered vTith great attention 

the views and proposals of other States, including the non-nuclear States, and 

it took these viei·Js into account in determining its own position. 

life hope that the persister1t efforts of the .Soviet Union to flchieve an l'lc;reement 

on a nuclear-test ban and that the "mportant step of the USSR on the question 

of calling a moratorium on nuclear explosions for peaceful purposes vi ll be 

duly appreciated by all, and in particular by our partners in the negotiations in 

this matter, which will be resumed very soon. He are awaiting a response to our 

proposals from our partners in these negotiations. It is necessary to ensure a 

speedy conclusion of this important agreement which .is being expected throughout 

the world and has been expected for such a long time. 
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1-Iay I be allo1-red to express my thanks to the delegations of the United 

Kingdom, Ireland, Australia, Indonesia, Sudan, Liberia, Ethiopia, Nepal and 

several other countries vhich expressed great appr_eciation of the nevr step 

of the Soviet Union in the question of the nuclear-test ban. In the struggle 

against the threat of a nuclear 1rar, one of the crucial tasks is the prevention 

of the dissemination of nuclear weaponry. It is not coincidental that at the 

current session of the General 1\ssembly much attention was given to this question. 

The importance of this matter vras pointed out in the statement which 1ras made 

by the President of the United States, Jimmy Carter, during the c;eneral debate 

and it was also pointed out by the delegations of several other countries. 

In recent years we have been witnessing an accelerated development of 

nuclear energy in many countries. This is quite natural because the nucleus of 

the atom is a new and very promising source of energy. The increasing economic 

advantages of this type of energy, the improvement of its safety for man and the 

environment explain the interest uhich was shown by many countries in the use of 

nuclear energy for constructive purposes. 
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\Jhile we support the optimum development of peaceful uses of nuclear 

energy, we have C:'lueys stressed and 1·1e continue to stress that such 

development shonld in no ua~· lead to an increase in the risk of nuclear-weapon 

development, of dissemination of such vrea.pons and, therefore, of an 

increase of the threat of nuclear war. The development and expansion of 

the peaceful uses of nuclear energy leads to an increase j · the number of 

Stetes possessing an ever-growing reserve of fissionable material and 

special ec11'.L:lt 1c:nt tecbnolo:s~·. 0'Jj er~ti vel~· spealci. "t•.·~, this :fact increases 

their potential capability to develop nuclear weapons. 'Ii1erefore it i.s 

important to m2ke provisions for conditions of co-operation which would 

rule out the threat of any materialization of such capabilities. 

At the same time, along with the measures aimed at strengthening 

the non-proliferation regime, the enhancement of the universality and 

effectiveness of the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) remains a. very important 

task. The States parties to that Treaty do not include such cuun ,rLes e.s 

South Africa, Israel and others whose technological developr.1ent and production 

capability a:c'e such that they are in a position to acqt'.iloe nuclear ueapons 

on their own. 

Particularly acute is the question of not allowing nuclear weapons 

to come into the hands of the racist regime in Pretoria. \!Je believe that the 

United Nations must take appropriate measures in order to prevent such a 

dangerous development. The acquisition of nuclear weapons by the South African 

authorities would create a. very direct threat to the security of the African 

States, lead to o. steep escalation of instability and tension in southern 

Africa, undermine the efforts of the African States to create a nuclear-free 

zone on that continent and increase the nuclear threat for all nw.nl\incL 

The aim of strengthening the non-proliferation regime is being pursued 

by steps being taken by t:,~. -1c.in nuclear-P;:por·:~inc; StCJ.tE-"') c.nd \fr.: ''elieve 

ti.12.t the uor:-.: touards incres.s].ne; control measures over nn_clea.r o:ports 

should be continued. An important step to strengthen the non-proliferation regime 

could be the expansion of controls over all the nuclear activities of the 

importing countries having no nuclear weapons of their own. The view has 'een 
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allegedly be an obstacle to the broad development of the peaceful uses of 

nuclear energy. 

On 2 November the representative of finl8.Ld.- Ambassador Pastinen, in his 

reply to the representative of Pakistan very convincingly showed [-i-"ot ~uc~1 

from'S have no foundation and that, indeed, what is involved here is not the 

limitation of the peaceful uses of energy and not discrimination against 

non-nuclear countries but the prevention of the danger of the use of 

c;j:cuinG nuclear capabilities to manufacture nuclear weapons. 

I should like to say a few words on a question which seemingly has no 

direct relation to the cause of the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons but 

which at the same time is related to that question because it involves the 

creation of the means of delivery of such veo.:;x>-}S. Fe s:1c:rP t:1e concenl 

which was expressed by some countries with regard to the creation in Africa 

of a nuclear-test range. Such activities would contradict the efforts of States 

aimed at reducing and limitinc; the arms race. 

In conclusion, I should lil;:e to stJ.'E:Ss 23ain t,:,c_t \!':C -mnt to c1it-Ji ·1is~1 

\T2.l'J is the 

Elost c;_uesc:Jme th:c'eat tCJ wankind. The measures aiiaed <::.t o.c}1ievin.s; t~~is ;x1_rpose 

must doubtless be an important part of the OVe:i.'···-=--11 range of efforts 

to strengthen and develop detente in international relations. vvbat is needed 

to implement such measures is the ~oj_nt efforts of uo.ny States) 2nd \Te tho.t 

the current session of the General Assembly will provide ne"TfT impetus for these 

efforts. 

Mr. WONG (Singapore): Mr. Chairman, my delegation is pleased 

to see you in the Chair. i!e have the hic;llest regaJ."d for you) Sir, 

and ITE are confident that your fine leadership will er.able this 

Committee to complete its work successfully and in a most efficient manner. 

We should lil;:e also to express our satisfaction at the election of the other 

officers of the Committee and extend our -vmrmest congratulations to them. 

Much has already been said about the astronomical figures of c;lo~-al 

defence expenditures. However, it serves a purpose to underline once again the 

immense magnitude of that military spending, if only for us to becorr.e 

more acutely aware of how the world's limited resources are going into the 
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manufacture of deadly weapons. Reliable estimatrc2 put the world's arms 

expenditures for 1976 at about $330 billion. This sum is said to correspond 

to the entire gross national product of a typical highly industrialized country 

with a population of about 50 million and is about 25 times the total arr.ount 

of foreign aid to the developing countries. Of this tl)330 billion, about 

four-fifths went into the production and sale of conventional weapons. 

17hilst JiJY delec:;e.tion rccoc;nizcs the crave do.n::::;e:;_',3 tho.t crise fl'oi,l the 

remaining one-fifth of the world 1 s military expenditures on the nuclear 

arms race, both in the so-called horizontal proliferation or spread of 

nuclear weapons and in the vertical competition to make existing nuclear 

arsenals and delivery systems more destructive and [,JO:i'e deacl.ly> ue feel that 

insufficient world attention and concern have been focused on the equally 

unmanageable and equally serious problem of the international race in 

conventional weapons. 

Before going into the possible reasons behind this relentless race 

among nations towards the ;Jl'inl~ of Armageddon, and before making an attempt 

to explore the opportunities for checkins this mad competition, let me first 

of all venture to suggest what might be the prospects of the race in conventional 

weapons in the foreseeable future. This is as much to put ourselves in the 

right perspective on what might perhaps be realistically expected as it is 

to remind ourselves of the bleak consequences for humankind if we -were to 

continue this staggering arms build-up. A recent study on this question stated 

somewhat discouragingly that the only certainty concerning the international arms 

trade in the years ahead is that the trade will continue. One common prediction 

is that the number of suppliers will increase as producer nations begin 

to see their own reluctance to sell weapons abroad as l'OSL~ltir'.g only in 

increased sales and benefits to their competitors. MOral considerations 

would lose their persuasion as potential economic loss is seen to have 

no real effect on the total arms trade. Another forecast is that the arms trnde 

of the future will see increased sophistication in the ranc;e of vreapons avo.ilo.~Jle 

and a blurring of the distinctions between offensive and defensive vreapons -

strategic and tactical, nuclear and conventional. Deliveries of armaments to both 

developing and industrialized countries are likely to increase. Therefore, more 

of the world's limited resources will go into arms nroduction and consumption, as 

both developed and developing countries devote increasingly larger proportions of 

their gross national products to arms expenditures. 
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Having painted the bleak scenario that we might expect to face for the 

next few years, I shall next attempt to address myself to the difficult questions of 

why nations perceive the need to arm themselves, what is the basis for their 

sense of insecurity and, given that sense of insecurity and the possession 

of means of aggression, lvhy nations go to war. 

~~embers of the Committee 1vill immediately recognize the familiari-cy of those 

questions as I admit lve are not the first, nor will we be the last, to pose them. 

Many answers have been given by others who have the benefit of also being v1ise, 

and it would be presumptious of me to pretend that I could provide better 

formulas that would serve more constructive purposes. Nevertheless, it remains 

clear to us all that, at the same time that the world community is exerting 

its efforts to halt the arms race and whilst it remains comraitted to a search 

for pe13.ce, we as members of this community must also undertake more concer~.ed 

action to reach a better understanding of these fundamental problems of human 

nature, problems of relations between nations, the perception of threats to national 

security and of other vital national interests, and the dynamics whereby that 

perception is brought to the conduct of nations and the decision-making process 

of the people that govern nations in times of peace and of lvar. 

In his learned book on "The Insecurity of Nations 11
, Charles Yost, a former 

United States permanent representative to this Organization, suggested several 

what he called "underlying causes of national insecurity". One possible cause 

was what I would describe as the intrinsic nature of man which governs relations 

between people, which in turn determines relations between nations. Then there 

are also urges, such as that for aggression, which according to Yost were bred 

in man from his very beginnings to serve basic requirements such as nutrition, 

reproduction, sleep and social relations. His thesis was that the dark Freudian 

traits that explain the vileness in human nature and our inherited emotional drives 

have not yet adapted themselves to the ne1-1 environment -which man has himself created 

in modern society. Going on to an examination of the beliefs and institutions that 

govern the actions of rr.odern man and the corrrpatibility of those beliefs ancl 

institutions with his security and his survival, Yost offered further thoughts. In 

the earliest years of ht:rcan civilization, man was moved by religion. Wars were waged 
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and lives sacrificed in the name of a Being greater than ourselves. At the same 

time, Christianity_. Buddhism, Islam and Hinduism, also had their civi::..izing effects. 

The nature of man was tempered by compassion, spirituality and other virtuous 

teachings of the great religions. 

However, in more modern times, the forces of nationalism and ideology seem 

to have taken a greater hold over man and his actions. Hhilst man would 

probably no longer die for his religious beliefs, he would have little hesitation 

in dying for the freedom of his land, his people and for his ideological beliefs 

and political doctrines. Similarly, he would not hestitate to fight and kill 

for those same causes. The advent of modern science and technology also has 

relevance to the present state of the human condition. The aggressive urge 

has now been extended far beyond the power of the fist to the mind-boggling 

possibilities of the total extinction of the human race in a nuclear holocaust. 

On the other hand, the possibilities for understanding and accommodation have 

also been expanded by the advances in communication between peoples and nations. 

Science and technology have however brought with them other problems. The 

differences in the speed of development of nations have been accentuated. 

He speak today of the growing economic gap betv1een the "haves" and the "have-nots". 

Communications ~1ave increased our perception of that disparity, and it has 

resulted in our different views about the injustice and inequity of the 

existing world situation and our often conflicting approaches to the problem. 

To some other thoughtful writers who have considered the difficult question 

of why man feels insecure and wages war such "conventional wisdom", quoting the 

worlds of John Stoessinger, may not be particularly satisfying. In his 

examination of six cases in his study on 111iJhy Nations Go to Har", ranging from 

the outbreak of hostilities in the First World VTar to what he called 11 The Thirty 

Years 1 vlar" in the Middle East, Stoessinger gave his own conception of the forces 

at work, the personalities that invoked such forces and the failings of man-made 

institutions that contain the machinery for waging war and that only leads to its 

own ultimate destruction and the destruction of the nation. He concluded that war 

is a sickness, an acquired sick behaviour that can be unlearned. He further 

suggested that there can be no winner in a war of our own time. As for the causes 
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of war, he put the blame on errors in the views of national leaders on their 

adversariesr intentions, character, capabilities and power. Stoessinger also 

put the blame on self-delusions hy the leadership about both itself and 

its nation. The constructive message that Stoessinger had to offer was that 

mankind 1 s only chance for survival lies in its ability to perceive itself, 

not as separate units, but as an indivisible whole. 

Going back to the question of what can be done immediately to control the 

spread of conventional arms and what are the opportunities that present 

themselves to the world community for working towards the objective of a safer 

and saner world, there seem to be a number of practical issues that require 

examination. Among those issues are the following questions: should the 

suppliers of arms, or the recipients, or both, exercise restraints themselves? 

Should constraints be forced on them? Should their efforts at arms control be 

taken unilaterally, bilaterally, regionally or globally? What should be the 

type, quality and quantity of conventional arms at which level control ought to 

be exercised? What are the methods for reaching agreements aimed at such arms 

control? If my delegation seems to raise more questions than those for which 

it can provide answers, it is because we ourselves are not altogether sure 

what these answers are. On the first issue of restraints and constraints 

on the part of either suppliers or recipients, or both, we readily admit that 

numerous obstacles are involved. 
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The relevant factors are: (1) the demand for weapons as a result of 

the internal political situation of nations and of their relations with 

other countries in the region; (~) th~ unequal levels of armament in 

producer countries and in non-producer countries; (3) the problems connected with 

military alliances or defence agreements; (4) the threat of military 

intervention by outside Powers; (5) thP supply of weapons as an instrument 

of policy and for exerting influence; (S) the economic pressures from the 

arms industry in industrialized countries with its mm vested interests, 

and finally, the larger problem of continued nuclear weapons proliferation. 

Given these immense problems, it is not surprising that progress in arms 

control has been slow and is likely to remain so. 

Having accepted the practical difficulties, it might be worth vrhile 

to see >rhat measures remain possible and which can be taken by suppliers and 

recipients at the international level, at the regional level and at the 

national level. First, I think we all are aware of the history of proposals 

mnde at the international level. Briefly, to recount the attempts that 

have been made within the United Nations to discuss this question, we should 

recall that the first attempt was made in 1965 by the delegation of Malta. 

The proposal was defeated by a single vote. The next attempt was made in 

1967 by the delegation of Denmark. Faced with widespread opposition, it 

vras finally withdrawn. The third attempt occurred in 1 L)':'Q. Sweden and the 

United Kingdom were opposed in their attempt to refer the subject of the 

arms trade to the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament. The fourth 

and most recent attempt to focus attention on this problem came last 

year at the thirty-first session of the General Assembly. At that session 

of the General Assembly, the Foreign Ministers of six countries, Japan, 

Belgium, Ireland, Netherlands, Philippines and Singapore, devoted a major 

part of their addresses to the question oi the conventional arms race. 

Those six delegations, joined by Ecuador, Bolivia, Paraguay, El Salvador, 

Venezuela and Colombia co-sponsored a draft resolution asking the 

Secretary-General to undertake a study of the problem and to solicit the 

views of Member States. That proposal, like those before it, was defeated. 
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Bearing in mind the obstacles previously ~ited to any attempt to curb 

the conventional arms race, the difficulties and failures met with in past 

proposals at the international level are perhaps not hard to understand. 

The tentative conclusion of my delegation is that there are probably no 

present prospects for progress at the international level. Any proposal 

which focuses attention on the arms trade or on the transfer of arms 

ivould be objected to on the ground that it discriminates against non-producing 

countries. Any registration proposal must therefore cover production as well 

as trade. No such proposal is, hoivever, likely to find acceptance at the 

international level now or in the near future. 

At present, it would seem to my delegation that the most hopeful 

approach is through regional or subregional recipient-country agreements which 

would cover production as 1vell as trade. The possibility for such agreements 

is greatest in those regions or subregions of the world, such as Latin 

America, where intraregional rivalries have not been inflamed by the East

ilest rivalry. In December 1974 eight Latin American countries subscribed 

to the Declaration of Ayacucho, expressing their desire to create 

"conditions which will make possible the effective limitation of armaments 

and put an end to their acquisition for purposes of war". More recently, 

however, tensions seemed to have arisen between some of those countrie~ 

and those tensions appear to have undermined the spirit of the Declaration 

of Ayacucho and resulted in a renewed competition for sophisticated 11eaponry 

by those countries. The prospects in other regions of the world are even more 

bleak. 

Let me now turn to the problem on the suppliers 1 si.de. ~·!hat measures 

can the arms suppliers take, either singly or collectively, at the national, 

regional and international levels, to reduce the arms race? 

The first thing they can do is to subordinate the economic moti.vati.ons 

to their foreign policy, national security, and arms control objectives. That 

is, however, easier said than done, especially in the case of certain countries 

whose economies and defence industries could be adversely affected by any 

curtailment of their arms trade. Secondly, the suppliers should try to 1mrk 

out a co-ordinated arms sales policy. The United States should, for example, 
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o.ttempt to obtain the agreement of the Soviet Union in exercising restraint. 

rerhaps the major suppliers of conventional weapons could form a club so that 

certain understandings could be reached among them. Thirdly, the arms 

.suppliers should give their support to regional initiatives to control the 

arms trade. Finally, the arms suppliers can take certain unilateral measures 

to reduce the arms race. 'I'hose measures could be of etthera qualitative or a 

quantitative nature. An arms supplier could, for example, refuse to sell 

certain types of weapons, such as 1reapons exclusively or primarily designed 

to deliver nuclear warheads. It could also refuse to sell certain high

technology ueapon systems which are not commensurate with the legitimate 

defence requirements of the requesting State and the transfer of which vould 

upset the strategic balance in an area. 

I have novr come to the end of vThat I have to say. \Te have tried to look 

at the problem of the conventional arms race from its many aspects. The first 

aspect vas the magnitude and dangers of this arms race. The second c-::>ncerned the 

prospects of ·Hhat v1as 1 tkely t-::> happen tn the next few years. Then, 11e 

attempted to examine what might be described as the fundamental human causes 

of this arms race. He also discussed the problems and obstacles that deter 

efforts at curbing the conventional arms race. ~!e explored the opportunities 

for continued efforts at this difficult task, bearing in mind the difficulties 

and the htste>rtcal experience of many failures in the past. 

WLen I was recounting the long history of past proposals, with its larger 

degree of failure than of what can be said to be success, not only 1·1as I remi.nded 

of th~ tremendous dtffi.culttes aristng from the undyt~g distrust of man 

for his kindred, but also I sought consolation and perhaps even a little 

inspiration from the undaunted spirit in which this same creature, man, has 

ceaselessly tried to rise above his anxieties, suspicions and fears of his 

fellow beings. Let me conclude with a quotation from a ~reat statesman vrho, 

before his untimely death in 1961, was Secretary-General of our Organization, 

Dag Hammarskjold. He once said, 11 Fear motivates much of human action. It is 

our vrorst enemy and, somehovr, seems to taint at least some corner of the 

heart of every man. 11 
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Mr. J.AIVJ.AL (c:~atar) (interpretation from .Arabic): Mr. Chairman, since 

this is tlle first time my delegation has spol\:en in this Committee I should lil~e 

sincerely to congratulate you on your election to the chairr:1anship of this 

important Committee. I should also lil;:e to express our sincere congratulations 

to the other officers of the Committee and to 1d.sh U~o·1 r=:vc1·y success under 

your leadership. 

Mankind as a whole has suffered the scourQ;es of the firsi. and secc.md l.'~y··lrJ 

v1ars, which have left their abominable effects in various parts of the world. 'I'hey 

have left t~1eil ()'lark on human history vtth thF ]:ill i.n~~ ancl muti.latir:c: of mi.ll ions 

of people. Furthermore, those wars caused inestimable material losses. That is 

why disarmament has been a cherished hope of all the peoples of the world, who 

ivish to co-operate in the crPatt::m vf c world i.n which securi.ty and stability 

are 1•;u am ::mn t • But that hope has evaporated despite the arduous efforts that 

have been exerted in order to achieve that Q;oal becaucc i.ntcrnt:d~i.onal tcnci.c:;,J 

and nuclear terror dominate various parts of the world as a result of colonial 

interests and aspirations and attempts at further domination and i.nfJ c.ence. 

The arms race has gathered momentum and has spread, and nm.; includes nevr 

parts of the world. It has bt~~·c.n t::J consume a considerable pr-:JporJ~i.::Jn of vital 

resources, particularly since, accordi.nQ; tc recent reJJ·.,rts, mili~~J·y 

expend i. tc;res amcmnt to $350 r.1i.ll Lm a year. 

It is a source of concern that nuclear tests are still beins conducted 

despite the serious efforts to save oanh.ind frcm destructi.on and anni.hiJati::m. 

In the past year alone there have been 1,800 nuclear explosions, which can only 

lead to further tension and conflicts. This can but make the consolidation of 

international detente difficult to achieve. In this context I should lil\:e to 

state that unless crucial re&u lts are attained within the frameworl;: of the 

United 1\Tati.oLs, no prorrress um be achieved without consolidation of the role 

of the United Nations in the field of dis armament and without embarl;:ing upon 

negotiations in the various fields related to disarmament C:ll:d without the 

p~rticipation of all the countri.es concerned. 

Today the world spends c::cnsi.derable sums on the ecquisition of arms to 

attain stability and security. But wJ,nt ic; .Jctually achieved i.s only more tensi.on 

and a lacl;: of the trust !:;h2 t is '" basic prerequisite of security. 
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Mi.llio""ls of dollars are beinc; sq_u.<mlered to achi.e\"e a so-c.sllPd 

military balance amonc; nations despite the fact that humanity is in urc;ent need 

of programmes and development processes for countries i.n v"'rious -:J"Jrts ::rf tJ-w 

world which are still in p0verty, ignorance and disease. 

Hsarmament has occupied a prominent place in the work of the General Assembly 

for three decades as a result of the continued demand of the peoples of the world 

for disarmament, which is inevitable, and the ending of the arms race has become 

an international concern. In this respect I should like to quote the 

Secretary-General's report on the work of the Organization (A/32/1), in which 

he says: 
!! the United Nations cannot hope to function effectively on the basis 

of the Charter unless there is major progress in the field of disarraament. 

Hithout such progress world order based on collective responsibility and 

international confidence cannot come into being. The question of 

disarmament lies at the heart of the problem of international order, for, 

in an environment dominated by the inter~ational arms race, military and 

stratec;ic considerations tend to shape the over-all relations between 

States,. affecting all other relations and transactions and disturbing the 

economy. 11 (A/32/1, p.l2) 

The >vorld has long reached the stage at which it cannot achieve real security 

save throue;h general and complete disarmament and increased international 

co-operation in the field of disarmament on the basis of mutual benefit and 

the establishment of relationships that wi.ll pave the v1ay for tte el iminati'.::m of 

tension and conflict. 

The use of force cannot be sanctioned in international n-lati or s-' for 

continuation, expansion and intensification of the arms race will inevitably lead 

to increased military dangers and threats and will impede thP development 

processes essential to the majority of the countries of the >vorld. 

Nmv that two thirds of the Disarmament Decade have pas sed and we are in 

a position to evaluate vlhat has been achieved, we can arrive at a not very 

satisfactory conclusion conceTning the stocl~piling of nuclear v;c-.a,_,C)ns ~=~nd 

the development of such >·reapons, as well as -';hP enlFJ't3il'.~ of a1·senals and the 

introduction of new and more nPstructive weap~ns. 
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The cost of the arms race is increasing at an abominable rate while the 

problems of development in developing countries are becoming more 

complicated. The threat of 8 nur~lear v,rar, t.he dangeT of anni.hi lation 

and the considerable material ann. humAn cost make disarmarr.ent R.n inevitable 

necessity. 

My country believes that any efforts at disarmament should be concentrated 

on the tot-al lann:".Lg. and prohibition of all nuclear tests. In this respect the 

General Assembly has each year adopted several resolutions urging Member States 

to conclude agreements prohibiting nuclear tests, since such agreements would 

constitute an encouraging factor on the road to general and complete disarmament. 

On this occasion my delegation wishes to express its satisfaction concerning 

the draft treaty prepared by the S11edish delegation to lay dmm sound foundations 

for a complet"' nuclear test-ban treaty. The declarations and statements issued 

by the Soviet Union and the United States of America concerning nevr efforts to 

reach and conclude new agreements to put an end to the arms race Are, we believe, 

a ne>T positive step towards reducing the current stockpiles of nuclear v1eapons 

in accordance with the provisions of the Kon-Fro~iferati.on Treaty. 

Though the efforts that have been made give us hope in further attempts to 

achieve whRt all aspire to, certain countries which turn to the acq_uisition of nuclear 

weapons and jr, nr)t ratify thE: 1\Jnr-Fr·.:;:.i..fer·ati.on Treaty pose a rPI'l.l threat 

to international peace and security. In this respect I should lil\:e to emphasize 

the close-co-operation existing between the racist regimes in Tel Aviv and 

Pretoria in the field of the development and acq_uisition of nuclear we8pons. 

The introduction of nuclear ·...reapons into such explosive areas as the Middle East 

and the continent of Africa constitutes an immediate danger to the Arab and African 

peoples and consequently endangers the peace and security of the world. Given 

their policies of apartheid and religious discrimination, which have been 

condemred by the international community} these two regimes will not hesitate 

to resort to nuclear weapons as a means of nuclear intimidation and blackmail 

and to ··)rpre,c;s f""OY:··cs and "ccupy terri..t-:Jri..es 1y force. 'Ihe stoclq.>i.line: ':.'f 

complicated and sophisticated weapons and the development of nuclear -vreapons by 

these tvro racist regimes 2-Ye grave developments req_uiri.ng im:r.ed iate 
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attention by the international community and neressttating effective mPasures by 

various countries, particularly the vlestern countries, to put an end to any 

co-operation with and any mili.tary and economic assistance for these 

two regimes unless they become parties to the Non-Prol ife1·atton Treaty. 
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The fact that these two regimes have not signed the Non-Proliferation Treaty or 

accepted the establishment of a nuclear-weapon-free zone in the region of the 

Middle East and the implementation of the Declaration on the Denuclearization of 

Africa is but a reassertion and reaffirmation of the aggressive intentions of 

these two racist regimes and their violation of United Nations resolutions and 

international law. 

The necessity of establishing nuclear-weapon-free zones in various parts of 

the world in the light of the United Nations Charter helps to consolidate and 

strengthen relationships among the countries of the world, on the one hand, 

and to consolidate and safeguard international peace and security on the other. 

I should like to affirm here that unless considerable progress is made 

towards the establishment of a nuclear-weapon-free zone in the Middle East and 

towards forcing the Zionist entity which threatens the area with nuclear danger to 

sign that treaty we shall have failed to achieve the objective sought by these 

declarations and statements we have made and by the resolutions we have adopted, 

namely, the establishment of peace and security in the world. 

My country considers the implementation of the Declaration on the 

Denuclearization of Africa and the establishment of a nuclear-weapon-free zone 

in South Asia to be no less important than similar action on the Middle East if 

we wish to proceed towards general and complete disarmament. lle are greatly 

concerned with the implementation of the Declaration of the Indian Ocean as a 

Zone of Peace in accordance with General Assembly resolution 2832 (XXVI) and 

other resolutions vThich follovted, for we have repeated on several occasions 

previously that we fully support that Declaration and the desire to keep the area 

free of competition and rivalry by major Powers and to remove the various military 

bases from territories overlooking the Indian Ocean. Declaring the Indian Ocean 

area a zone of peace will certainly contribute to the consolidation of 

international peace and security and will help to put an end to the arms race and 

the proliferation of nuclear weapons and other, conventional, lethal weapons in 

the area. 
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Among the most im~ortant problems facing our world today is the problem 

of increasing, innovating and producing chemical, biological and incendiary 

weapons as well as napalm. Many countries of the world have not ratified 

the Geneva Protocol concerning the prohibition of the use of these weapons, 

which came into effect over 50 years ago. Research concerning the 

development of such weapons as well as of toxic gases, and the stockpiling of 

these weapons, are a clear indication of disrP.gard of the human values for 

which the international community strives. That is why the delegation of my 

country wishes to express its gratitude and appreciation for the valuable 

efforts exerted by the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament in order 

to reach agreement on the prohibition of the development and production of 

toxic chemical weapons and other co~ventional weapons and the destruction of 

stockpiles of such weapons, and urges the intensification of such efforts 

because that constitutes a positive step towards actual disarmament. 

The question of the reduction of the military budgets of the major countries 

and the allocation of part of that military expenditure towards the economic 

development of developing countries is an important item which cannot possibly 

be separated from the problem of disarmament. By its resolution 31/87 the 

General Assembly has reaffirmed its conviction of the urgent necessity that 

the States permanent members of the Security Council, as well as any other State 

with comparable military expenditures, carry out reductions in their military 

budgets. In this respect the fifth summit Conference of non-aligned States 

declared that the arms race runs counter to efforts seeking the establishment 

of a new international economic order, for there is an essential and urgent 

need to transfer the allocations used for military expenditure to social and 

economic development, particularly in developing countries. 

The forthcoming special session of the General Assembly devoted to the 

consideration of disarmament and the consolidation of the role of the 

United Nations in paving the way to general and complete disarmament will have 

a positive effect in particular on putting an end to the nuclear arms race 

and encouraging nuclear disarmament and conventional disarmament alike. My 

country looks forward to the special session of the General Assembly, cherishing 

the hope that that session will adopt a declaration of principles and 

a programme of action concerning disarmament, and will consider the role 
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of the United Nations in the field of disarmament 11i thin the frame1rork of its 

Charter and consider calling for e: "lrorlcl ronferenr-:e en disar;:Ewlent _in th<:: near 

future in accordance "lli th General Assembly resolutions and the :cesolutions ndnpted 

by the fifth non-aligned summit Conference. 

International peace and security cannot be established except on the 

basis of general and complete disarmament under effective international 

control. Priority in this respect should be given tc nuclear disarmament, 

including the prohibition of all nc.~~lear tests and the destruction of all 

lethal and destructive ,,rea pons. My country supports resolutions and measures 

>vhich contribute to positive steps leading tmmrds general and C'Otnplete 

disarmament and towards building a "lvorld of peace, security, prosperity and 

fraternity. 

Mr. NEAGU (Romania): The initiative tal<;:en seven years ago by the 

Romanian Government concerning the inclusion of an i tern entitled 11 Economic 

and social consequences of the armaments race and its extremely harmful 

effects on world peace and securi ty11 on the agenda of the United Nations 

General Assembly stemmed from its concern over the alarming proportions 

reached by military expenditures and the harmful effect of this state of 

affairs. 

It is of course legitimate to ask ourselves about the impact of a study -

particularly a study worked out with the participation of Governments -

concerning the consequences of the anmments race on disarmament negotiations. 

This question is justified, taking into account the fact that this 

phenomenon was studied by scientists and specialized institutes in different 

countries, and that the basic data relating to the arms race and its 

consequences are common knmiledge. 
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In our opinion, the )rep.-n:::.J-,ion by the s~crr?tary-Geuera l of the United Nations 

r:::port on this matter and the acceptance, 'Jn t" c 

reprt?sentatives of Member States of its assessments, conclusions and recommendations, 

~sp~cially those concerning priorities in the field of disarmament, already 

represents a way of assuming responsibilities as to the present situation. 

Once these responsibilities are assumed, the obligation arises to remedy that 

situation. 

the common, conscious action of all peoples, we fc;el tllo.t in order 

to act they must be informed about the real impact of the arms race on their l:i vee. 

It is only by taking concerted action and by mobilizing their inexhaustible 

cnc::c'c;ies that peoples will decisively determine the adoption of effective 

disarmament measures thus overcoming the influence of some circles narr01·1ly 

interested in promoting the old policy of 01?pression, diktat and pressure, and 

in producing and selling deadly weapons. 

It may be concluded that although not automatically leading to disarmament 

measures, the ccforcolllenti J.1ed stud~" represe;1ts a uo_rni :•:_> issued ui th the c_utiwrit~r of 

t~e United I 1ations, over the consequences of the ar@S race, an explicit expression 

of the fact that ue do rcot contemplate placidly this harmful phenoll1enon. At tile 

same time, the study provides for an agreed basis for future actions to be taken 

tm1ards general and complete disarmament and, above all, nuclear disarmament. 

The report of the; Secreto_r~r-C?enero.l of ~i1e United Hations, assisted 

by a group of consultant experts, and entitled, 1:Lconctilic and Social Consequences 

of the .Arms Race and of Military Expenditures," (A/8469/Rev.l) uas su~]mitted 

to the twenty-sixth session of the G~neral Assembly. The report has been welcomed 

and has enjoyed wide international recognition as providing in-depth information 

on the manifold aspects of the complex phenomenon of the arms race, as well as on 

the great dangers it engenders in the political, economic and social fields. 

My country full~r shares the v1idespread feeling that urgent measures are 

necessary at this stage to stop the arms race. Ve are also a1~are that the arms 

race has 1:1i tn~ssed important changes which make it incompatible with the efforts 

made by tbe international community to estalJlish a ne1r internationo_l 

~conomic crder. These are the reasons which prompted Romania, in agreement with 
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other States, to suggest that the 1971 report of the s~cretary-General of th= 

United Nations on the consequences of the arms race be updated • 

. f',s a result of the decision adopted in this spirit in G2neral Assembly 

resolution 3462 (XXX) of ll December 1975, the Secretary-General has submitted 

to the present session his nev1 report entitled, "Economic and Social Consequencc:s 

of the Arms Race and of Military Expenditures." (A/32/88/ Ad__~) 

This report fully c1etil0'1Ct:;.·o.tes the soundness of the General Assembly 1 s 

decision to keep under constant attention the problem of the arms race and its 

consequences. 

He should like to emphasize that a thorough examination of this document 

clearly reveals that pr8.r:ticc.ll:y all of the conclusions o:i:· c'1e 1' 11 <.'c;Jc:•:ct 

lw."c: :tctaj_ 1ed their full validity. The threat of ultimate self-d2struction 

as a result of nuclear var represents the greatest peril facing the vJOrld. 

Effective security cannot be achieved today by furth=r armament, and the 

world ~cs long since reached the point where security can only be sought in 

disarmament, in t1w ezpans:i.oD of interlvttio118.l co-opcr2.t:i.o,1 CJ,;ol'~. ,,_]_]_ 

countries in all fields, the establishment on the basis of mutual benefit of tic:s 

11hich lvill permit the elimination of present sources of tension and conflict, :. ~d 

the suppression of the relevance of force in international relations. The 

costs of the arms race are enormous and can no longer be supported. The most 

ominous danger hanging over the vJorld is posed by the military forces of the 

largest Powers and the immense destructiveness of the weapons with 1·7hich they 

are equipped. 

The risk of final obliteration as well as the immense human and material 

resources engulfed in the arms race have rendered disarmament more imperative 

than ever. 

At the same time, the ne-v7 report of the Secretary-General lays stress on the 

significant changes undergone by the arms rac2 phenomenon and the aggravation of 

its conse~uences in the political, economic and social fields. Underlining the 

increasing technological character of the contemporary arms race, the ne1·1 report 

demonstrates that this character substantially complicates the equation of 

disarmament, rcndeTin=:; j_ts solvticm more and ,lore cc:mpi_icatcd and ser:Lc l1S1/ 

amplifying the harmful political, economic and social consequences of the arms 

nwc c.t 1.>.:Jtl1 thP ne.tlono.l c."1d -Lnternational levels. IJ:·he Er:;ent nc:cc1 for vj :;orous 
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action to be taLen in the field of disarmament is strc:;ssed by the report, and in 

this we sec:; the principal merit of the updated report submitted by the 

Secretary-General. 

I shoLlld like to avail myself of this opportLmity to express to the 

Secretary-General and to the group of consultant experts all our gratitude for 

this important study. The deep analysis and the ~lear-sightedness of the 

cone lus ions and the pertinence of the su.ge;estions make it a valuable document which 

deserves to be carefully examined by the General Assembly at its special session 

devoted to disarmament and could provide useful guidelines for future disarmament 

negotiations. 

Being convinced that the efforts aimed at stopping the arms race and 

ae':tieving disarmament require the thorough lmol·iledge and comprehension of the 

arms race phenomenon and of its consequences, we deem it suitable that the 

Secretary-General, the Governments and the international, national and 

non-governmental organizations give this report the viidest publicity by every 

means at their disposal. 

It is our firm belief that all these measures will enable the updated report 

to become a remarlwble contribution of the United Nations in informing the 

international community about the particularly serious consequences of the arms race 

for the J:eac·.= anrl security of the 11orld and for the -c:co:wmic and social t.Jelfare of 

all peoples. He believe that thie r2on trihut.;_on will clearly emphasize the 

need to adopt effective disarmament measures, primarily nuclear, and 

will direct the negotiations tov1ards the vital fields on which depends the fulfilment 

of this supreme aspiration of mankind. 

The presentation of this study confirms the soundness of the call 

by the renc:;ral Assembly calling for increased efforts on behalf of the 

United Nations in order to ensure a better-informed world public opinion on the 

arms race and its consequences as well as on the disarmament negotiations now 

under way and on the position of States with respect to the measures to be 

adopted. 
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In this connexion, the decision of the General Assembly to establish a United 

Nations Centre for Disarmament holds a prominent place. It is gratifying for 

my delegation, 1-1hich co-sponsored the draft resolution providing for the 

creation of the Centre,to see that after one year of activity the results 

obtained are notei-rorthy. The Centre has to be credited during this period 

with the publication of the first United Nations Disarmament Yearbook, with the 

preparation of basic documentary material for the special session devoted 

to disarmament and vli th a substantial contributicr.;. -::.c- -::.:-.e: updating of the 

report on the consequences of the arms race. 

\lhile expressing our belief that the Centre will find new 1--1ays 

of strengthening the role of the United Nations in the field of disarmament, we 

Hish the staff of the Centre every success in fulfilling the lofty tasks entrusted 

to it by the Member States. 

The CILURMt\N : I should like to announce that Burundi and /\lgeria 

have become co-sponsors of draft resolution A/C.l/32/L.lO. 

The meeting rose at 6.45 p.m. 


